




1. The highest reward for a man’s toil is not what he gets 

for it, but what _______________.

a. he makes out of it

b. he gets for others

c. he has overcome through it

d. he becomes by it



2. Wines that yield good commercial profit___________ in 

the same limited areas of France as now.

a. seem to have been produced

b. appear to have a remarkable semblance

c. bear a significant similarity in terms of production 

to those grown.

d. appear to have been similarly produced



3. It will take some time for many South Koreans to 

______________ the conflicting images of North Korea, 

let alone to ____________ what to make of their 

northern cousins.

a. reconcile, decide

b. understand, clarify

c. make out, decide

d. reconcile, understand



4. Though one eye is on the ___________, the Company 

now also promotes ___________ contemporary art.

a. present, experimental

b. future, popular

c. present, popular

d. market, popular



5. The internet is a medium where users have nearly 

_____________ choices and __________ constraints 

about where to go; and what to do.

a. unbalanced, non-existent

b. embarrassing, no

c. unlimited, minimal

d. choking, shocking



6. Their achievement in the field of literature is described 

as __________; sometimes it is even called_________.

a. magnificent, irresponsible

b. insignificant, influential

c. significant, paltry

d. unimportant, trivial



7. Physicians may soon have ___________ to help 

paralyzed people move their limbs by bypassing the 

___________ nerves that once controlled their muscles.

a. instruments, detrimental

b. ways, damaged

c. reason, involuntary

d. impediments, complex.



8. No doubt it was our government but it was being run on 

borrowed ideas, using ____________ solutions.

a. worn out

b. second hand

c. impractical

d. appropriate



9. The Athenians on the whole, were peaceful and 

prosperous; they had ____________ to sit at home and 

think about the universe and dispute with Socrates, or 

to travel abroad and ___________ the world.

a. leisure, explore

b. time, ignore

c. ability, suffer

d. temerity, ignore



10. _____________ that in this apparent mess, two 

things need not be interfered with.

a. it is important

b. it is of cardinal importance

c. it should be urgently understood

d. it cannot be emphasised



11. Gandhi ji will ________ in history as one of the greatest 

men that ever lived.

a. go by

b. go on

c. go down

d. go through



12. ____________ you wake me up so early on a Sunday?

a. could

b. dare

c. must

d. will






